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a stronger sense of responsibility
about what is important for
others. If they change things I
can’t see me staying.”
Scarlett Durant, a coworker from New Zealand, is
working on one of the farms
on a university gap year. She
previously worked in a rest
home and said: “Botton is
much better as residents are
not seen as users but as people
contributing equally.”

are classed as self-employed
but don’t draw a wage. No one
argues they don’t live well.
One long-term co-worker
who did not want to be named
said: “My life is comfortable
but at the same time I have
given up the opportunity of
buying a house and paying off a
mortgage. The work can also be
exhausting as you are working
with people with complex
needs that require additional
support.
“There is physical care and
emotional support as well
as helping to keep alive the
cultural and spiritual life within
the village. I believe things
should stay as they are as Botton
works well for all those who
live here.”
But Andy Paton, CVT
communications director, said
the changes were a response
to formal concerns from its
auditors passed on by its
trustees.
He said: “Clear advice from
our tax advisors and one of the
UK’s leading tax barristers…
meant co-workers had to be
moved to employed status. We
have offered opportunities to
view the legal opinion under a
non-disclosure agreement but
no one has yet done so.”
The union Unite has recruited
over 30 co-workers.
An independent campaign
group, Action for Botton
(AfB), wants to remove the
management and retain the
village as it currently exists.

Claiming other Camphill
communities are retaining
the co-worker structure, AfB
is taking legal advice on the
changes.
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Camphill ethos

Members of the group also
contend that membership of
CVT is being restricted to those
who agree with the structural
changes. “Our membership
policy does expect members to
be supportive of complying with
the law,” said Paton.
In defence of the restructuring
Paton added: “In 2012 the local
authority identified a substantial
number of failings with the
community and concluded it
appeared to be run in the best
interests of the co-workers.”
He disputed the claim that
the changes were really about
imposing a more traditional
management structure.
Asked if the trust will
forcibly evict co-workers if
they maintain their opposition,
Paton said: “We hope they
will acknowledge the need
for change and will engage
in meaningful dialogue at a
local level about individual
circumstances.
“We do not believe the
changes will destroy the
Camphill ethos or the very
strong community ethos that
Botton has. The shared living
context will still be offered, if
co-workers engage with us.”
MARK METCALF

Formal concerns

CHARITIES FUND
A new £30 million fund has been
launched to benefit charities and
social enterprises. The Third Sector
Loan Fund is designed to encourage
banks and other mainstream
institutions to invest, financing
charities and social enterprises.
Santander has pledged £13.5
million, which will be distributed
as loans of between £250,000 and
£3 million. The fund expects to
announce its first investments in the
coming weeks.

FRACKING COLLEGE
Blackpool and the Fylde College
has been named as the national
training centre for fracking.
The college will act as the UK
hub for the National College for
Onshore Oil and Gas, according
to business and energy minister
Matthew Hancock. He claimed
the shale gas industry will create
a “gold rush” in the north but the
fracking process that releases it is
still steeped in controversy.

CABBIES TESTED
Taxi drivers in Carlisle will sit a
spoken English test to gain a
license, the council has decided,
claiming it follows concerns that
drivers can’t communicate with
passengers. But it comes at a
time when non-white taxi drivers
are facing discrimination. Last
month a Rochdale firm admitted
sending white drivers at customers’
requests, while Rotherham taxi
drivers face discrimination due to
the part played in the child abuse
scandal by taxi drivers.

DEVOLUTION REFERENDUM

Twenty-year-old co-worker
Sarah Lucassen from Holland
was on her way to becoming
a top model but now runs a
Botton coffee bar. She said: “I
feel useful, I make the world
better and it makes sense. I live
as part of a family sharing with
four vulnerable adults and two
co-workers.”
For tax purposes, Botton staff
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Manchester’s Green Party is
calling for a referendum on
devolution. More powers were
granted this month to Greater
Manchester councils on they
accepted an elected mayor.
The councils agreed, despite
Manchester residents voting
against an elected mayor in
2012. The Greens are in favour of
devolution when “done correctly
and accepted at a local level”.
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